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Edges 

Magical Background 

Requires: Novice, Spirit d6+ 

The character is proficient with manipulating spirits and energy to produce magical effects. When chosen, 

the character chooses one of the three Pillars (Chaos, Creation, or Order) or Arcane, and then chooses one of 

the associated affinities. Human characters may learn one (only) of the Pillars and/or Arcane, thus having up 

to two Magical Backgrounds. Dwarves may choose one (only) of the Pillars, favoring Creation. Elves may 

choose only Arcane. The character may select three powers (spells) when this Edge is bought. 

Magical Expertise 

Requires: Seasoned, Magical Background (any), Smarts d6+, Spirit d8+, Channel d8+ 

The character has sufficient knowledge of a particular spell to mitigate the effort of casting it. Each time this 

Edge is chosen, the player chooses a spell with the Encounter limit. He may now cast that spell twice per 

scene, rather than once. This Edge may be selected multiple times but only once per Rank, or every 20 

experience after Legendary, and only once per spell. 

Spiritual Unity 

Requires: Heroic, Magical Background (any), Smarts d8+, Spirit d10+, Channel d12+ 

The character has mastered a particular spell with the Daily limit and may cast it twice per day instead of 

once. This Edge can only be taken once. 

Deleted Edges: 

Magical Background (Creation), Magical Background (Chaos), Magical Background (Order), Magical 

Background (Arcane), Elemental Affinity 

Hindrances 

Hard Focus (Minor) 

The character has spent too much time training her magical talent in one area and suffers a -2 penalty to 

cast spells that are not of her affinity, instead of the usual -1. This Hindrance may only be taken by 

characters that will have the Magical Background Edge. 



System 

All spells have a limit that determines how many times they may be used in a given time-frame. 

• At Will: These spells may be cast as often as the character desires. Generally they are the bread & 

butter of a magical character and have limited effects. 

• Encounter: These spells may be cast only once per scene. They are often harder to cast and may 

have spectacular effects. 

• Daily: These powerful spells may only be cast once per game day. They are often among the most 

devastating or useful in a spell caster’s repertoire. Note that Storytellers ans players alike should use 

common sense in determining what a game day entails, although as a guideline, there should be 24 

hours and/or a significant rest period between each use. 

All powers are also listed with a particular affinity, in some cases more than one. 

• Arcane: Essence, Leverage, Perception, Quickening, Reprisal 

• Chaos: Destruction, Divination, Entropy, Influence, Summoning 

• Creation: Air, Earth, Fire, Nature, Water 

• Order: Command, Communion, Purpose, Stasis, Structure 

The affinity usually determines the spell’s trappings, and the caster may choose any appropriate trapping at 

the time of casting. Bolt (Creation), for example has the affinities of Fire and Water and could be cast as 

either a fire-bolt or an ice-bolt. 

Casting a spell of an affinity that is different to that of the caster’s Magical Background will result in a -1 

casting penalty, in addition to any others. For example, a shaman with the Earth affinity is facing down a 

magma elemental. He casts Bolt with the Water trapping, incurring a -1 casting penalty. 

Savage Legends uses the No Power Points setting rule, with a custom failure mechanic. 

Backlash 

Should the caster roll a natural 1 on their casting roll, they must make a Vigor check or become Shaken. This 

happens regardless of what the caster rolls on their Wild Die, but if the result of the Wild Die is sufficient to 

cast the spell, then it takes effect normally. 

If the caster rolls snake-eyes, then roll 2d6 on the chart below to determine the result. 

Backlash Table 

Result Effect 

2 

The caster internalizes the spell. They are immediately Shaken and suffer 1 Wound. In addition, 

they must pass a Spirit check at -2 or lose their ability to cast spells for the remainder of the 

scene. 

3-5 
The caster’s mind is damage by the spell. They suffer 2d6 damage, ignoring armour, and must 

pass a Spirit check r lose their ability to cast spells for the rest of the scene. 

6-8 The caster rolls 3d6, selects the two highest suffers that amount of damage, ignoring armour. 

9-11 The caster suffers 2d6 damage that ignores armour. 

12 
The spell is cast but the target is chosen randomly from all available targets within range – allies 

and foes alike. For spells with the touch range, choose from any target within Spirit x meters. 

 



In any case, failure does not count against the Encounter or Daily limit and, should the caster survive the 

backlash, they are able to attempt casting it again. 

Proposed Spell Book 

The following list is indicative only. 

Spells by Sphere and Limit 

Chaos 

At Will Encounter Daily 

Blind (N) Blast (S) Banish (V) 

Bolt (N) Boost/Lower Trait (N) Detect/Conceal Magic (N) 

Confusion (N) Burst (N) Divination (H) 

Dispel (S) Damage Field (S) Puppet (V) 

Elemental Manipulation (N) Fear (N) Summon (N) 

Slow (S) Light/Obscure (N)  

Slumber (S)   

Smite (N)   

Creation 

Bolt (N) Armour (N) Barrier (S) 

Deflection (N) Blast (S) Beast Friend (N) 

Elemental Manipulation (N) Boost/Lower Trait (N) Damage Field (S) 

Entangle (N) Burrow (N) Environmental Protection (N) 

Havoc (S) Burst (N) Greater Healing (V) 

Healing (N) Grow/Shrink (S) Summon (N) 

Pummel (S) Light/Obscure (N)  

Smite (N) Quickness (S)  

Speed (N)   

Order 

Armour (N) Barrier (S) Banish (V) 

Deflection (N) Boost/Lower Trait (N) Detect/Conceal Magic (N) 

Dispel (S) Light/Obscure (N) Divination (H) 

Elemental Manipulation (N) Mind Reading (N) Environmental Protection (N) 

Entangle (N) Stun (N) Greater Healing (V) 

Healing (N) Succor (N) Speak Language (N) 

Slow (S) Warrior’s Gift (S) Zombie (V) 

Smite (N)   

Arcane 

Blind (N) Boost/Lower Trait (N) Detect/Conceal Magic (N) 

Confusion (N) Dark-sight (N) Ethereal (S) 

Far-sight (S) Fear (N) Puppet (V) 

Havoc (S) Slumber (S)  

Quickness (S) Stun (N)  

Speed (N)   

Succor (N)   

Warrior’s Gift (S)   

   

   

 


